Our beloved game of chess has had many legends, world champions, world-class players, and grandmasters. The performance of the best players of their time and also the reputations of the time have been debated. Elo ratings, subject and make some points around the validity of the system.

The Top Chess Players in the World - Chess.com

AbeBooks.com: The Rating of Chess Players, Past and Present (9780923891275) by Elo, Arpad E. and a great selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books available now at great prices.

No part of this site may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any way or by any means (including electronic means), without the written permission of FIDE International Chess Federation.

The Rating of Chess Players, Past and Present by Arpad E. Elo

The Top Ten Chess Players of All Time | Rafael Leitão

FIDE - World Chess Federation, Online ratings, individual calculations

The Top Ten Chess Players of All Time - Chess.com

In 1970, FIDE adopted Elo's system for rating current players, so one way to compare players of different eras is to compare the Elo ratings. The book "Chess: 2500 to 2000" by Graham Brown lists Edward S. Tinsley 1869-1937, a British player who is considered one of the best players of his time. He scored below 2600 and had his best tournament in 1895, when he tied with Lasker and won. (718)
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The Glicko System


Chess Ratings and Titles by Edward Winter

The Top Ten Chess Players of All Time. Yes I know. Lists are controversial. Nobody agrees and in extreme cases even call someone a genius (i.e., I will never talk to you again) because one of them dared to say Cristiano Ronaldo is better than Messi.
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The rating of chessplayers, past and present - Arpad E. Elo. Arco Pub., 1978 - Games - 206 pages. 0 Reviews. From inside... review. ... Chess players Games / Chess Mathematics / Probability & Statistics / General Probabilities : Export Citation:

Rating the Chess Rating System - glicko.net

The Rating of Chess Players, Past and Present

Comparison of top chess players throughout history - Wikipedia

FIDE Ratings and Statistics

Maxime Vachier-Lagrave (also known as "MVL") is a French super grandmaster who, since 2016, has spent plenty of time around the top 10. His peak rating in 2016 was 2819, making him the seventh-highest rated player in history. He took a long time to stabilize his rating system and has had some points around the validity of the system.
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Chess rating system - Wikipedia

1868 players have a rating between 2400 and 2499, most of whom have either the International Master (IM) or the International Grand Master (GM) title. 563 players have a rating between 2500 and 2599, most of whom have the GM title.

Comparison of top chess players throughout history - Wikipedia

Rating Chess Players Past Present Elo

Rating Chess Players Past Present Elo

What is an ELO rating in chess
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